






Berry Bros & Rudd
 - Founded in 1698,  Berry Bros is one of Britain's oldest wine and spirit merchant.

La Pèira en Damaisèla

On the the first vertical tasting  La Pèira at Berry Bros. & Rudd

When journalist Andrew Jefford wrote to us to recommend a nice wine that he had been 
sent, subsequently written up as the best Languedoc he had ever tasted, we were delighted 
to begin our relationship with La Pèira, now recognised as one of the very top wines in 
France. Co-owners Rob Dougan and Karine Ahton identified the Terrasses de Larzac as 
the best terroir in the South of France, and - working with gifted oenologist Claude Gros 
and Bordelais winemaker Jéremie Depierre - set about to craft its premier wine. The 
nature and extent of their success will be evidenced at this ground-breaking tasting. 
Winemaker Jéremie has as his cohort the maverick Rob Dougan, whose varied 
achievements, before he caught the wine bug, include composing the theme to the film 
The Matrix. They are both highly entertaining characters, allied by a love of their product, 
and this promises to be a most enjoyable and instructive tasting.

Simon Field MW Berry Bros & Rudd 2010
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ANDREW JEFFORD DRINKS LA PÈIRA EN DAMAISÈLA

"One sip of the 2006 and you realize that those black fruits have 
untrammeled purity and depth. The sip’s a dive. Not only that, but the 

dream of the Languedoc—winethat, although busy with fruit, 
stillsucceeds in gathering scents of the hills into itself, like shadows into 

night—is brilliantly realized here."

The most apt analogy, perhaps, is the 
publisher’s slush pile—that legendary stack 
of unsolicited manuscripts where, 
sandwiched between laborious first novels, 
eccentric diets, and the childhood 
reminiscences of the elderly, the house 
reader dreams of finding a golden text to 
wave at cynical seniors. So with the samples 
delivered to the homes of those who write 
about wine. All deserve a taste, most a note, 
but I’ve never come across one that 
rearranged my inner pantheon in the way 
that truly great wine can.

     Never, that is, until a few weeks ago. 
Then it was that a relatively ramshackle

package of boxes arrived from the 
Languedoc containing 11 bottles and a 
text. The bottles (cask samples, in the 
main) had beautiful, austerely classical 
labels with puzzling, hard-to-pronounce 
names. No UK importer, let alone retailer. 
Just an apologetic e-mail, a few days 
earlier, from one of the wine’s creators, 
Rob Dougan, alluding to their presence a 
year before at a tasting in Bordeaux that 
I’d been unable to attend.

Enough waffle. These are the best 
unsolicited samples anyone has ever sent me. 
My pantheon has been rearranged.

Moroccan coffee and clean cagettes

Click here to read the full article

http://lapeira.files.wordpress.com/2008/11/onebottle_lapeira.pdf






- La Pèira 2009 Vintage -

"Superlative 2009 and 2008 renditions"

The 2009 La Peira topped both the Languedoc-Roussillon  in the Wine Advocate's assesment of the vintage.   
  - Wine Advocate - 

"This estate is set apart by their ability to produce wines that not only show thrilling levels of fruit and texture, 

but also manage to hold onto a sense of purity, elegance, and balance. "

 - Rhone Report - 

 

 





Las Flors de la Pèira 
2009

2009 Las Flors de la Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac  (93-94)

The 2009 Terrasses du Larzac Las Flors de la 
Pèira – somewhat more than a third each 
Syrah and Grenache, wi th minori ty 
components of both Mourvedre and Cinsault 
– features lightly-cooked, sweetly ripe black 
and red raspberries aromatically shadowed by 
their distilled counterparts and wreathed in 
headily- and seductively-perfumed buddleia, 
peony, and heliotrope. Richly-textured and 
full, yet preserving a core of vibrant 
p r i m a r y j u i c i n e s s , t h i s c u v e e ’ s 
Mourvedre component offers subtle 
underlying beef blood and chocolate 
while a long finish preserves a 
remarkable sense of transparency to 
both the wines floral as well as its 
stone, peat, iodine and mouth-
wateringly saline mineral elements. 
This multi-registered, dynamically complex 
cuvee should merit at least 6-8 years’ 
attention. (This year, the Syrah and Grenache 
that will make up roughly 85% of the eventual 
Las Flors blend were married even before 
malo, so one can already speak with 
confidence of a salty, meaty, impeccably fruity 
and deeply savory 2010 Las Flors.

David Schildknecht Wine Advocate Aug 
2011 Las Flors de la Pèira 2009 PDF 
Copyright 2011, The Wine Advocate, Inc.  
Reprinted with permission

2009 Las Flors de la Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac (95 pts.)

The 2009 Las Flors de la Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac, a blend of 55% Grenache, 30% Syrah, 
10% Mourvèdre, and 5% Cinsault, is 
stylistically closer to the grand vin than to the 
Les Obriers de La Pèira; it is certainly the  
best vintage of this cuvee I’ve tasted to 
date.   Aged in 5% new barrels, it 
delivers a decidedly sexy, polished 
profile with creamy raspberry, currant, 
graphite, and floral aromas that flow to 
a f u l l - b o d i e d , p l u s h , s e a m l e s s 
Languedoc that is incredibly polished 
and rich.  Possessing no hard edges and a 
voluptuous profile, it fleshes out beautifully 
with air, and while it lacks the overall 
intensity of its big brother, there’s no denying 
the similarities and this stands on its own as 
great wine. Given the overall purity and 
balance, this is delicious now, yet should have 
upwards of a decade or more of longevity.  (95 
pts.)

Jeb Dunnuck’s The Rhone Report 
March 2012 Las Flors de la Pèira 2009 PDF 
Copyright 2012, The Rhone Report  Reprinted 
with permission

Wine Advocate The Rhone Report 



2009 Obriers de la Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac (90-91)

Tasted as a pre-assemblage (although I also 
tasted the individual components), La Pèira’s 
Cinsault-Carignan 2009 Obriers de la Pèira is 
initially smoky and nutty in a slightly reduced 
way, needing aeration to reveal more diverse 
and alluring scents of hibiscus, mulberry, and 
kirsch. Dark berries and beet root 
mingle with black tea and brown spices 
on a richly-textured yet infectiously 
juicy palate. Alkaline and wet stone 
suggestions underline a lingering 
finish. Some of the fine inner-mouth florality 
exhibited by this wine’s 2008 rendition was 
approached in the largest lot of the 2009 – 
which remained in upright wooden fermentor 
– but submerged in the blend, hopefully to 
eventually reappear. Expect this to reward for 
at least 3-4 years. (From the upright 
fermentor in which most of it was aged, the 
2010 base wine already smelled and tasted 
irresistible in April, but it was to be blended 
with several small barrels of concentrated, 
minerally old vines Carignan, not all of which 
were through malo – although most of the 
cellar had completed that transformation.) 

David Schildknecht Wine Advocate 
Aug 2011 Obriers de la Pèira 2009 PDF 
Copyright 2011, The Wine Advocate, Inc.  
Reprinted with permission

2009 Obriers de la Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac (89 pts.)

A blend of 65% Cinsault and 35% Carignan 
thats aged all in wooden vats and older 
barrels, the 2009 La Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac Obriers de La Pèira is a supple, 
delicious red that possesses a savory, 
earthy profile of damp earth, leafy 
herbs, lavender, and assorted spices to 
go with a core of plum and pit fruits. 
Medium-bodied on the palate, with a 
seductive, rounded texture and plenty of 
length, this has loads of character, and should 
be consumed over the coming 3-5 years. As is 
common with this cuvee, it needs plenty of air 
to show at its best, so if drinking anytime 
soon, don’t be afraid to decant. (89 pts.) 

Jeb Dunnuck’s The Rhone Report 
March 2012 La Pèira 2009 PDF Copyright 
2012, The Rhone Report  Reprinted with 
permission

Obriers de la Pèira 
2009

The Rhone Report Wine Advocate



- La Pèira 2010 Vintage -

"The raw materials for the 2010 La Peira were similarly – 

well, to clarify, actually quite distinctly – sensational."

 -Wine Advocate - 

 "'08 is rock solid here, the ’09s are every bit as good as the ’07s, 

and the 2010s look to be even better!"

 - Rhone Report - 





Las Flors de la Pèira 
2010

2010 Las Flors de la Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac  (NA)

“One can already speak with confidence of a 
salty, meaty, impeccably fruity and deeply
savory 2010 Las Flors”

(On reviewing the 2009 Las Flors de la Pèira 
Terrasses du Larzac  93-94)

David Schildknecht Wine Advocate Aug 
2011 Las Flors de la Pèira 2010 PDF 
Copyright 2011, The Wine Advocate, Inc.  
Reprinted with permission

2010 Las Flors de la Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac (93-96 pts.)

As with the other 2010s from this estate, the 
2010 La Pèira Coteaux du Languedoc Les 
Terrasses du Larzac Las Flors, tasted as a 
barrel sample, shows a deeper, richer, and 
more black fruit driven profile than its ‘09 
counterpart. A blend of 55% Grenache, 30% 
Syrah, 10% Mourvèdre, and 5% Cinsault aged 
in 25% new barrels, it possesses an inky color 
to go with sweet, perfumed notes of black 
cherry, pepper, sappy garrigue, black licorice, 
and mineral characteristics on the nose. Full-
bodied and rich on the palate, with surprising 
elegance and silkiness to the texture, this 
improves with air, and while it will be 
approachable on release, it should have no 
issues evolving gracefully for upwards of a 
decade or longer. (93-96 pts.)  

Jeb Dunnuck’s The Rhone Report 
March 2012 Las Flors de la Pèira 2010 PDF 
Copyright 2012, The Rhone Report  Reprinted 
with permission

Wine Advocate The Rhone Report 



2010 Obriers de la Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac (91)

My colleague David Schildknecht has written 
about this estate, which many observers 
consider to be the most exciting estate in the 
Languedoc…An intriguing blend of 65% 
Cinsault and 35% Carignan aged 18-24 
months in wood foudres. This much Cinsault 
usually produces a light wine as well as 
magnificent roses, but this offering is 
s u r p r i s i n g l y d e e p . T h e f l o w e r y 
component of this varietal, combined 
with deep raspberry and kirsch-like 
fruit, medium body and an elegant 
style give this wine a Burgundian 
sensuality and finesse. I do not believe 
this remarkable 2010 will age well given its 
varietal composition, but who really knows? 
Certainly it is brilliant now and should 
continue to drink well for 3-4 years. Don’t 
miss it, especially if you love flowers, 
raspberries and finesse.

Robert Parker - Wine Advocate 
June 2012 Obriers de la Pèira 2010 PDF 
Copyright 2012, The Wine Advocate, Inc.  
Reprinted with permission

2010 Obriers de la Pèira Terrasses du 
Larzac (91-93 pts.)

Tasted as a final blend, the not yet bottled 
2010 Obriers de La Pèira is even more 
impressive than the ‟09. A blend of 65% 
Cinsault and 35% Carignan that’s aged all in 
wooded vats and older barrels, it yields a 
beautiful array of savory, mineral-laced 
aromas of black cherry, plum pit, wild herbs, 
lavender, and toasted walnut shell that carry 
i n t o a m e d i u m t o f u l l - b o d i e d 
Languedoc that has brilliant purity of 
fruit, a deep, layered mid-palate, and a 
building, lengthy finish that keeps you 
coming back for another sip. Even better 
on the second day, this elegantly styled, 
complex red should drink beautifully on 
release, yet age gracefully for 5-8 years. (91-93 
pts.)

Jeb Dunnuck’s The Rhone Report 
March 2012 La Pèira 2010 PDF Copyright 
2012, The Rhone Report  Reprinted with 
permission

Obriers de la Pèira 
2010

The Rhone Report Wine Advocate



  La  Pèira 2009



 2010 Vintage



On La Pèira:

La Pèira en Damaisèla is the property of 
London-based composer Robert Dougan, 
located between Jonquieres and Aniane, on 
two adjacent parcels of no known previous 
distinction, but to which in 2004 instinct led 
him either with remarkable prescience or 
remarkable luck.

The deep alluvial fan that is the basis for this 
site is only barely tilted, as it might be in St. 
Helena or Rutherford, St.-Estephe or Pomerol 
… and these comparisons will not seem inapt 
once you experience the quality of La Peira’s 
wines. Claude Gros consults here, expense 
seems not to have been spared on a new 
facility (with, of course, lots of new barrels), 
and Bordeaux-trained Jeremie Depierre is the 
hands-on (or, as I am sure he and Dougan 
would prefer me to put it “hands-off”) 
winemaker. New barrels of 500-600 liter 
capacity are favored here, incidentally, rather 
than classic (225 liter) barriques. I had the 
good fortune to taste the La Peira cuvees of 
2005 and 2006 in late 2007 – before any 
wines had been released – and again this past 
December, when I tasted the extraordinary 
2007s here for the first time. As this report 
goes to press, the first of the three red 
bottlings is about to be released in its 2007 
rendition, but neither of the two other red 

cuvees from the 2006 vintage although all 
three were bottled at around 20-22 
months has even been released yet. 

(David Schildknecht Wine Advocate 
June 2009)

Wine Advocate

✢  La Pèira: David Schildknecht’s Wine Advocate Reviews 2008-2009-2010
✢  La Peira: David Schildknecht’s Wine Advocate Reviews 2005-2007

http://lapeira.wordpress.com/2011/09/20/la-peira-david-schildknecht%e2%80%99s-wine-advocate-reviews-2008-2009-2010/
http://lapeira.wordpress.com/2011/09/20/la-peira-david-schildknecht%e2%80%99s-wine-advocate-reviews-2008-2009-2010/
http://lapeira.wordpress.com/2009/07/12/la-peira-david-schildknechts-wine-advocate-reviews-2005-2007/
http://lapeira.wordpress.com/2011/09/20/la-peira-david-schildknecht%e2%80%99s-wine-advocate-reviews-2008-2009-2010/






“Many observers in the Languedoc-Roussillon believe the 
vineyards/terroirs located in the sector...in and around the 

village of St.-Andre de Sangonis produce some of the !nest wines 
of the region.” 
Robert Parker 





Rockyards and stonejuice Excerpt from Andrew Jefford's Article Rockyards and Stonejuice. 
Link to full article here: http://www.andrewjefford.com/node/311

I left Pézenas for a close look at Terrasses du Larzac. Where is the greatest terroir in 
Languedoc? You could make a case for Faugères, for Pic St Loup, for parts of St Chinian, 
for Minervois La Livinière, maybe for La Clape, but after my trip I have to say that if you 
were to write me out a cheque for a million euros and tell me to go to find somewhere to 
make great red wine, I would look most closely of all at Terrasses du Larzac.

(By the way, I am not insulting French Catalonia by including it, as French wine law now 
uncomfortably does, in “Languedoc”. For me, Roussillon is another region altogether.)

Terrasses du Larzac is a mineral playground with an least five internal terroirs. After my 
trip, I know a little more than I did, but it’s wonderfully complex and there’s lots more to 
learn. Mas Jullien, Grange des Pères and Mas de Daumas Gassac have been variously 
responsible for most of the reputation of the area so far, but there are others on the way 
up, most notably La Pèira en la Damasèla (which, like Mas Jullien, lies near Jonquières).

This is the domain I referred to in my last blog entry; theirs are the unknown wines I will 
be writing about in my ‘One Bottle’ column for World of Fine Wine issue 21. I try to avoid 
the kind of macho superlatives which can devalue the currency of wine criticism, but the 
efforts which the team at La Pèira have made with the 2005, 2006 and 2007 vintages, 
sampled in the UK, really did “blow me away.” Indeed they blew me all the way to the 
vineyards and the new, spotless winery, where I met winemaker Jérémie Depierre, who 
has worked all over France and obviously learned a huge amount along the way, and Rob 
Dougan, whose initiative and project it is (with his partner Karine, a Mauritienne who 
grew up near Montpellier). R&K live in the UK but commute, EasyJet-style, to help make it 
happen with the talented J.

Actually, I was rather nervous about visiting since I had liked 
these wines so much that I thought I might have gone (stand 
by for another military cliché) over the top in that WOFW 
piece. We tasted the component parts of the `07 blend 
again. Phew! I hadn’t. Awesome – and that’s the last macho 
superlative today. I’m not sure I’ve ever tasted better 
Mourvèdre; certainly not since I was last in Bandol.

Rob looks very cool and dashing on all his websites but he 
was looking rather bedraggled and poète maudit when we 
met; when I asked where the money had come from to make 
these wonderful wines and build the winery, he showed me 
the holes in his shoes. Jérémie confirmed, though, that Rob 
is a jusq’au-boutiste. The brief was that he didn’t mind what 
J did just as long as compromise didn’t play any part in it. 
Tiny yields (7 – 26 hl/ha), sorting, very slow, non-
interventionist wine-making: it works. But it wouldn’t work as 
well as it does if there wasn’t great terroir there in the first 
place.

Look out for these stunning wines in due course from Berry Bros in the UK and from the 
retailers supplied by Eric Soloman in the US. Robert Parker has just given the 06 vintage 
of the third wine (Les Obriers) a lovely write-up and 93 points, and I’m looking forward to 
finding out what David Schildknecht thinks of them in due course.

There were other amazements in beautiful Terrasses du Larzac. The Pèira vineyards are 
on flat, pebble-strewn benchland, but when you get into the St Jean de la Blaquière 
sector, you get into hills of almost terrifying stoniness. The tough schist vineyards of the 
aptly named Domaine de la Sauvageonne, dynamited into being, make parts of the 
Douro seem tame, while parts of Joël Foucou’s nearby Plan de L’Om are on an 
astonishing red rock of volcanic origin locally called ruffes (the rest is on schist).

The wines vinified by Gavin Crisfield at Sauvageonne tasted as mineral as the vineyards 
look (though none of them, not even the cuvée called Les Ruffes, is mono-terroir); I 
loved the purity of the 2005 Pica Broca and the 2005 Puech de Glen.

The Cinsault is sometimes called ‘the Pinot of the Languedoc’, and a sip of the 2006 Plan 
de L’Om Paysage (85% of which is 100-year-old Cinsault) proved the point deliciously. 
The Oeillade, too, is a kind of liqueur of the garrigue. (This gets to Berry Bros, too, 
though I can’t find any on the website just now.)

Over at St Jean de Fos, Laurent and Geneviève Vidal at Mas Conscience have both river-
rolled pebbles and limstone rock debris in different vineyards: wines like L’As and the 
pure Carignan Le Cas have greater gentleness and suppleness, though no less regional 
character, than at Jonquières and St Jean de la Blaquière. (Berry Bros again! Simon 
Field has been sleuthing.)

I had dinner with the articulate Vincent Goumard, who took over from Olivier Jullien’s 
father Jean-Pierre at Mas Cal Demoura from the 2004 vintage; as well as medical 
practitioner and writer Jean-Louis Sagne of Causse d’Aboras. Their wines were perfect 
dinnertime choices, actually, since both domains' ranges are characterised by finesse, 
elegance and balance in the Languedoc context. The top Causse d’Arboras cuvée is 
called ‘Les Trois J’: it got off to a wonderfully warm and unctuous start in 2003 (these 
are some of the highest sited vineyards in Terrasses du Larzac, so held on well in the Big 
Heat), and the 2004 is deft and supremely drinkable, too, almost like the Languedoc 
equivalent of a well-made, mature Bordeaux. My pick of the Mas Cal Demoura wines was 
the 2006 Feu Sacré, an almost pure old-vine Grenache which contrived to be 
simultaneously suave, muscular and mineral.

***

 Andrew Jefford on La Pèira "Sols Rocailleux et Jus De Roche"

"Awesome – and that’s the last macho superlative today. I’m not 
sure I’ve ever tasted better Mourvèdre; certainly not since I was 

last in Bandol."
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Bettane et Desseauve 
(Michel Bettane & Thierry Desseauve 
Appellation of the year 2011 Terrasses 
du Larzac )

“A work of 30 years, the name of the Terrasses 
du Larzac was the product of the imagination 
of industry professionals, when deciding to 
distinguish certain terroirs of merit from the 
immense AOC Côteaux du Languedoc.

This type of decision is often dictated by 
political imperatives rather than real 
qualitative evidence. There is none of that 
here.

The geological fracture zone between the 
plateau of Larzac and the Mediterranean Sea, 
located north of the department of Hérault 
has a incredible potential – illustrated 
elsewhere in the late 1970s by a wine who 
never sought the AOC, the famous Daumas 
Gassac.

Now joined by other cult wines…this sector 
very much deserves a status apart.

A terroir. A real one.”

Andrew Jefford – The Financial Times  
8 august, 2009
" I Think the Answer lie in the Soil "

" What 2009 suggests, though, is that some of 

the greatest vineyard land in the south of 

France did indeed lie close to hand – but not 

exactly where the Mondavis thought it did. 

That land could, moreover, have been 

purchased by the Mondavis without any need 

to battle Guibert.The name to look out for is 

Terrasses du Larzac."

Andrew Jefford – Decanter Magazine 
2009  “Enjoy the Languedoc – It won’t 
be here forever”

“But where is the best spot in the Languedoc? 
I’ve treasured bottles from wild Corbières, 
plush La Clape, perfumed Pic St-Loup 
(brilliant for Syrah), chunky St-Chinian and 
mineral Faugères. The gravels and warmth of 
Pezenas have long sung in the wines of 
Prieuré de St-Jean de Bébian, and are now 
starting to do the same at Axa’s Mas Belles 
Eaux. Yet I now have a theory, which I’m 
going to enjoy spending the rest of my life 
putting to the test. My theory is that Terrasses 
du Larzac is the greatest spot in the 
Languedoc.”

A n d r e w J e f f o r d – h t t p : / /
andrewjefford.com – 2008
Rockyards and Stonejuice

“Where is the greatest terroir in Languedoc? 

You could make a case for Faugères, for Pic St 

Loup, for parts of St Chinian, for Minervois La 

Livinière, maybe for La Clape, but after my 

trip I have to say that if you were to write me 

out a cheque for a million euros and tell me to 

go to find somewhere to make great red wine, 

I would look most closely of all at Terrasses 

du Larzac.”

Terrasses du Larzac

[Pour le lien cliquez ici] [Pour le lien cliquez ici] [Pour le lien cliquez ici] [Pour le lien cliquez ici]

http://lapeirafr.wordpress.com/2012/01/08/terrasses-du-larzac-appellation-de-lannee-2011-de-bettane-desseauve/
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/1ab0564e-82e2-11de-ab4a-00144feabdc0.html
http://lapeira.files.wordpress.com/2009/02/terrasses-du-larzac-andrew-jefford-decanter-magazine.pdf
http://lapeirafr.wordpress.com/2011/10/11/andrew-jefford-sur-les-terrasses-du-larzac-%C2%AB-le-plus-grand-terroir-du-languedoc-%C2%BB/




Les Vendanges du Mourvèdre en 2005

La Pèira 

Pour voir le vidéo, cliquez ici

http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=z8wtIV9uczo&vq=hd1080


✢ La Pèira and Gaubyʼs Muntada the top 
Languedoc-Roussillion Wines in Jeb 
Dunnuckʼs The Rhone Report

✢  La Pèiraʼs Matissat tops Andrew Jeffordʼs 
Decanter Blind Tasting of “almost ninety of 
Languedocʼs finest red wines”

✢ Robert Parker on La Peira
 

✢ Jeb Dunnuckʼs The Rhone Report La Pèira 
& Languedoc-Roussillon Reviews: 
2008-2009-2010 Vintages

✢ Old Mourvèdre – October 2005 – Last Day 
of our First Harvest at La Pèira (Terrasses du 
Larzac) - Video
 

✢ The World of Fine Wine Languedoc-
Roussillon tasting with Andrew Jefford, 
Michael Edwards and Marcel Orford-Williams

✢  BETTANE & DESSEAUVE 2011 : 
Appellation of the Year : TERRASSES DU 
LARZAC (Appellation de lʼannée)

✢  Leading Languedoc: Jancis Robinsonʼs/
Andrew Jeffordʼs (FT) and Updated Robert 
Parkerʼs Wine Advocate Best Producers List

✢ La Pèira: David Schildknechtʼs Wine 
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